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Abstract: Specifications such as SAML, OAuth, OpenID Connect and Mobile Connect are essential
for solving identification, authentication and authorisation in contexts such as mobile apps, social
networks, e-commerce, cloud computing or the Internet of Things. However, end-users relying
on identity providers to access resources, applications or services lose control over the Personally
Identifiable Information (PII) they share with the different providers composing identity federations.
This work proposes a user-centric approach based on a recommendation system to support users
in making privacy decisions such as selecting service providers or choosing their privacy settings.
The proposed Privacy Advisor gives end-users privacy protection by providing personalised recom-
mendations without compromising the identity federations’ functionalities or requiring any changes
in their underlying specifications. A proof of concept of the proposed recommendation system is
presented to validate and evaluate its utility and feasibility.

Keywords: identity infrastructures; federated identity management; privacy; recommendation
system

1. Introduction

Federated Identity Management (FIM) specifications allow resource, application or
services providers (Relying parties or RPs) to solve authentication or authorisation of
end-users trusting in the authentication performed by an external Identity Provider (IdP).

Users of federated identity management are comfortable with these mechanisms
because they avoid creating a local account in each resource, application or service. It is
only necessary to have one in a few identity providers. However, they make privacy-related
decisions every time they enrol at a new provider, create an account, choose their privacy
settings, or use this provider when accessing an online resource, service or application [1].
As a result, privacy decision making is a significant burden for end-users who usually rely
on the default configuration and settings [2]. It must be considered that they might not
be the most appropriate since IdPs are, on many occasions, large technology companies
such as Facebook or Google (providers of social login based on OAuth [3], or OpenID
Connect [4]) or mobile network operators (providers of identity management services
based on Mobile Connect [5]) with their own interests and business models.

This work relies on end-user engagement in their own privacy protection: an ap-
propriate communication of privacy risks in a given scenario can prevent privacy threats
or mitigate their impacts [6]. A well-designed recommendation system can bring about
this engagement [7], a Privacy Advisor capable of informing end-users about data pro-
tection practices within identity federations, providing personalised advice, and even
acting on behalf of the user in specific cases. This approach extends traditional privacy
architectures beyond the RP and the IdP; end-users are also involved in their privacy
protection. The personalisation of recommendations is essential because previous research
has found that perceived personalisation significantly increases users’ intentions to follow
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provided guidance by increasing their cognitive and emotional trust in recommendation
systems [8–10].

The Privacy Advisor can be offered by the identity providers themselves as a value-
added service or, if their neutrality is not trusted, can be a new agent in the federations,
utterly independent of the three traditional roles; for example, groups protecting the rights
of Internet users or governmental agencies are offered by non-profit organisations.

This paper’s main contributions are: (1) a model that adds a new role to identity
federations, the Privacy Advisor (PAdv), a recommendation system devoted to giving end-
users actionable and understandable privacy recommendations and supporting them in
their decisions; (2) a set of this recommendation system’s required capabilities; (3) a modular
architecture that is easy to implement, modify and extend to provide these capabilities
without modifying current federated identity management flows; and (4) a proof of concept
of the PAdv to provide a first validation and evaluation of the proposed model.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 summarises previous work
on federated identity management, privacy and user-centric privacy protection. This
discussion of previous work leads to the motivation of our proposal in Section 3. This
section also introduces the proposed model, identifies the required capabilities of the
Privacy Advisor, and shows its proposed architecture. Section 4 presents the design of
the Privacy Advisor and all the modules that are part of it. Section 5 explains how an
advisor’s first prototype has been implemented and discusses the proposed model’s first
validation and evaluation. Finally, Section 6 provides conclusions and some interesting
lines for future research.

2. Related Work
2.1. On Identity Federations and Privacy

Different researches have shown in the past how the utilisation of federated identity
management poses privacy threats for users [11,12]. However, this paradigm benefits
both end-users and application or service providers. There has been a significant research
effort focused on proposing different privacy-preserving mechanisms to mitigate these
privacy threats.

In [13,14], the user is able to control her PII by using personalised policies. A Privacy
Controller or PC allows users in [13] to check and modify PII and also to control its
processing and sharing. This mechanism gives users the ability to know how the PII
disclosure is performed. In [14], the proposed solution is very similar but adapted to
mobile environments by using a new element, the Mobile Information Service Broker. The
work presented in [15] covers the improvement of privacy in the SAML 2.0 authentication
process, defining a Privacy Engine Module responsible for monitoring user data usage.
In [16], a selective PII disclosure is proposed, using brokers and a Proxy Re-Encryption.
The brokers manage the IdP and RP centrally, and the Proxy Re-Encryption allows changing
the encryption key, over a ciphered element, without ever decrypting that element.

Finally, PRIMA [17] proposes a different approach, an authentication flow that does
not require any interaction between RPs and identity providers, avoiding users profiling.
Moreover, it enables controlled disclosure of users’ PII.

As can be seen, the work that has so far attempted to prevent privacy threats arising
in identity federations has focused either on preventing the sharing of personal data with
providers (or doing so with encrypted data) or ensuring transparency and control of this
sharing (personalised sharing policies, real-time monitoring, selective disclosure). Adding a
new agent to the federations, an intermediary such as a privacy controller, broker, or proxy,
to add these capabilities is exciting and is repeated in many proposals. However, no work
allows the informed self-management of this privacy by putting the user at the centre of
his or her decisions, nor that takes advantage of this new agent beyond the capabilities
mentioned above.
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2.2. On User-Centric Privacy Protection

Different authors have proposed recommendation systems in the form of privacy
assistants or advisers to help users find their appropriate privacy settings. Previous re-
search has demonstrated that recommendation systems have a significant effect on users’
behaviour and that users find short lists of recommended actions helpful [18,19]. It could be
considered using the new agent mentioned in the previous section as such a recommender.
However, it is something that has not yet been tested in identity federations to the best of
our knowledge.

However, Table 1 shows a summary of different user-centric recommendation systems
for privacy performed to compare the proposed solution with previous works in other
application domains. Due to the user-centric approach, all the analysed works have a
user-tailored output. All the analysed recommendation systems have been categorised in
this table considering their application domain; additional columns summarise the essential
characteristics of the recommendation systems. The “User customisation” column refers
to the user’s ability to select or modify some of the recommendation systems’ evaluation
criteria. The “Ease of adoption” refers to the volume or complexity of actions the user
has to perform to use the recommendation system. The “User-friendly” column expresses
the ease to use and understand the system output, i.e., the provided recommendation.
The “Ease to integrate” column denotes if the recommendation system is easy to integrate
within the application domain without substantial changes in the underlying specifications,
protocols or implementations.

Table 1. User-centric recommendation systems for privacy: comparison.

Ref. Domain User Cust. Ease of Adopt. User-Friendly Ease to Int.

[20] Social net. X X
[21] Social net. X X X
[22] Social net. X X X
[23] Social net. X X X X
[24] Social net. X X
[25] Web-based X X
[26] Web-based X X
[27] Web-based X
[28] Mobile

apps
X X

[29] Mobile
apps

X X

[30] Mobile
apps

X

[31] Mobile
apps

X X

[32] IoT X X
Our Work FIM X X X X

It can be seen that the solutions proposed in the literature are an excellent starting
point for the contributions intended to be made in this research. However, they often
suffer from a lack of customisation, a lack of user-friendliness and, above all, a lack of
ease of integration with underlying protocols, specifications and technologies. This last
aspect is crucial, as it makes it very difficult for the proposals made to be transferred to real
production environments. It is unrealistic to assume that different providers will adapt
their infrastructures and deployments to match what the proposed solutions require.

It should also be noted that the works analysed are proposed in application domains
other than identity federations, such as social networks, web, mobile or IoT. There are two
key aspects that differentiate our research from these previous works:
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1. Previous work focuses on making recommendations about a provider, server, app or
device. In our case, we have to consider multi-actor contexts where the recommenda-
tions made consider the RP and the IdP.

2. Previous work focuses on making recommendations only once, at the beginning.
For example, when the user signs up for a service or installs an app for the first time.
In our case, recommendations are continuous and real-time, each time the user uses
the IdP to authenticate to a resource, application or service.

2.3. On Recommendation Systems

A recommendation system is a solution that assists an individual who lacks knowledge
or experience about a specific topic when making a choice or a decision [33]. This assistance
is often based on the user’s interests or preferences, the possible alternatives, the relations
between them, or other individuals’ behaviours. This kind of system has been the basis of
an active research line for more than 20 years.

There are a plethora of application domains for recommendation systems. One has
already been analysed in the previous section, recommendations in the area of privacy.
They can also be used in the area of cybersecurity [34]. However, perhaps the most common
applications are in the domains of Streaming Services, Social Network Services, Tourism
Services, E-Commerce Services, Healthcare Services, Education Services and Academic
Information Services [35].

Regarding the underlying techniques and models used for building recommendation
systems, they are usually categorised as Collaborative Filtering, Content-Based, Knowledge-
Based and Hybrid.

Recommenders based on Collaborative Filtering recommend items to individuals
based on similar individuals’ opinions and last choices (nearest neighbours, with similar
preferences or tastes) [36]. These techniques can be applied in domains where there is
not much information about the individual or the item or where information regarding
sentiments or opinions (helpful to build an individual’s profile) may be challenging to
extract automatically. On the other hand, these techniques are susceptible to the similarity
measure used to quantify the degree of similarity between individuals [37] and may have
issues when one individual belongs to more than one group.

Recommenders based on Content-Based Filtering recommend items to individuals
with attributes similar to those that users liked in the past and recommend them based
on the information of the items [38]. These techniques can be easily adapted when the
preference of individuals change and are easily explainable. However, they tend to be
“overspecialised” (not able to suggest items different from the items chosen before); and
require data about the individual’s profile (past choices, opinions) and the items to make
accurate predictions.

Knowledge-based recommenders do not base their recommendations on traditional
data about individuals and items. Their recommendations are based on explicit rules
about the applications’ domain and about the context [39]. Therefore, they require a deep
knowledge of the application domain to be built. On the other hand, they perform well in
complex domains, are reliable, and do not suffer traditional problems such as the cold start
(when the system cannot infer anything about individuals or items if there is not enough
data yet).

Finally, Hybrid recommenders combine features of the three aforementioned cate-
gories, trying to take advantage of the best of each of them [40].

3. The Proposed Model

Since recommendation systems have been demonstrated to be a promising approach to
support users when making privacy decisions in other application domains, this work pro-
poses an approach complementary to the research performed in the past. While providers
work to incorporate privacy-preserving mechanisms, users must have mechanisms in place
that allow them to make the most appropriate decisions to protect their privacy. Further-
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more, these mechanisms must be global, capable of working with different specifications
while personalised, considering different user profiles/categories and preferences. More-
over, they must be highly customised, easy to adopt and user-friendly. Furthermore, easy
to integrate with all possible identity management flows while considering the different
aspects of privacy protection proposed in previous research: design patterns and com-
pliance analysis, collaboration between users and their feedback, and privacy scoring or
reputation systems.

3.1. Motivation and Overview

The Privacy Advisor’s primary purpose is to show users how their privacy is affected
when using a service provider (an RP) within an identity federation. The PAdv can make
recommendations to help users decide on whether to use a service or not. Alternatively, use
it with certain restrictions or only after changing account configuration at the IdP. These
recommendations are generated, providing users high control over the inputs requested
(privacy profile), its processes (data collected from RPs to generate recommendations) and
output (provided recommendations and their meanings).

It is relevant to propose such a tool within identity federations because most exchanges
of sensitive information about the end-user take place without the user’s knowledge,
directly between the IdP and the RP. When the RP manages identities natively, interacting
directly with the end-user, the user is usually more aware of the type of data it shares with
the RP.

Considering the background provided in Section 2.3 and the motivation of this work,
the PAdv relies on content-based filtering mechanisms, relying on a set of discrete and
tagged features of users and RPs to provide a recommendation. This advisor has the
following capabilities:

1. To collect a minimum set of end-users privacy features regarding PII protection.
2. To gather updated information about how a resource, application or service provider

handles the users’ PII. The PAdv can use different data sources to get all the informa-
tion needed.

3. To provide a recommendation about privacy protection.
4. To show all the information in a friendly and illustrative way to the users, mak-

ing it easier to interpret the PAdv recommendations to have a tangible impact on
users’ decisions.

5. To offer more detailed information about the recommendation results in layers for
advanced or more aware users. The PAdv should be able to work with different
granularity levels or detail levels when making recommendations.

These capabilities allow us to increase transparency and control within identity feder-
ations, two essential pillars of privacy often forgotten in this context.

3.2. High Level Design

This work proposes an entirely modular architecture for the Privacy Advisor, de-
scribed in Figure 1, to provide the capabilities mentioned above. Each module has its own
functionality and may run in a distributed manner: the modules can belong to different
organisations or companies if desirable. For example, relying on REST, GraphQL or JSON
APIs. As mentioned before, the proposed user-centric solution could be offered by an iden-
tity provider or other organisations. Alternatively, they could all collaborate in supporting
the user in her privacy decision-making.

The PAdv could be implemented in different ways, for example as a plugin, service or
app. The advantages of each alternative do not depend on the use cases, but on who is in
charge of this recommender system and for what type of user. For example, if it is offered
by a mobile network operator associated with Mobile Connect, it probably makes sense to
offer it as a mobile app, whereas if a government agency offers it for social login users, it
probably makes more sense to implement it as a service or plugin.
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Integrating new modules is also easy because they are designed to avoid strong de-
pendencies. As shown in Figure 1, there is a Feature Collection module responsible for
collecting and storing end-users profiles (step 1). The user’s features help the Privacy
Advisor to adapt the recommendations to the users’ needs, devices, etc. When the end-user
interacts with an RP (step 2), the Recommendation module receives a request and asks for
the Data Collection module the required information to produce this recommendation, con-
sulting the end-user profile stored in the Feature Collection module to personalise it. Once
it has received all the information, it returns a response to the user with a recommendation
(step 3).

The recommendations, in the first layer, are presented with a traffic light colour code:
green (OK, Good), yellow (partially OK, Caution) and red (NO OK, Bad), correlating the
information gathered from the Data Collection module and the user’s profile. There is also
an Unknown category with a grey colour when it is impossible to provide a personalised
or well-grounded recommendation due to lack of information, user features or RP data.

Figure 1. Privacy Advisor architecture.

3.3. Integration with Identity Federations

The addition of this new agent, the Privacy Advisor, does not affect the authentication
or authorisation flows defined by the federated specifications, shown in Figure 2 from
step 3. This aspect is essential if we want to use it in production environments without
modifying these specifications or the products that implement them. It should be noted
that the RP is the Relying Party (the provider of a resource, application or service), the IdP
is the Identity Provider (where the user has an account), and the End-User is the individual
asking for access to the resource, application or service and receiving a recommendation
from the PAdv.

Two different flows are triggered when a user requests access to an RP and needs
to authenticate using a federated scheme. The first is the usual, the authentication or
authorisation flow (steps 3 to 8 in Figure 2). The second is a request to the PAdv asking
for a recommendation (step 1 in Figure 2). The PAdv responds to end-user requests with a
tailored recommendation, including the comparison between the privacy results from this
service and the user’s privacy profile (step 2 in Figure 2). These two steps can be carried
out before or during the authentication process (as mentioned before, step 3 and further in
Figure 2). The example shown in Figure 2 uses the Authorisation Code flow of OpenID
Connect. However, it could use any flow from the OpenID Connect specification or similar
federated specifications (SAML, OAuth, Mobile Connect, etc.).
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PAdv RP End-User IdP
1) Recommendation request

3) Service request

4) Redirection to IdP

5) AuthN and AuthZ

5) AuthN and AuthZ

6) Authorisation Code response

7) Token request

8) Token response

2) Recommendation

Plugin /App

Figure 2. Example of an authentication flow with the PAdv and OpenID Connect.

The PAdv can operate in two different ways depending on the user preferences.
The first one, as shown in Figure 2, triggers the authentication process once the user has
revised and accepted the privacy recommendation. This way to proceed may be intrusive,
but it guarantees that the user knows how accessing a particular RP affects her privacy.
The second one runs parallel with the authentication process (for example, in a new tab or
window in the browser). This process is entirely independent, but it does not force the user
to check the recommendation before interacting with the requested resource, application
or service.

4. Privacy Advisor Modules Design
4.1. Feature Collection Module

The collection of features and attributes is a guided process that takes around 20/30 min
the first time and can be updated as many times as the end-user needs. This process allows
the PAdv to build a user’s profile explicitly asking:

• Which identity providers the user is working with (from a list).
• Data shared with each of them, specifically PII, and kind of account.
• Devices from which they are used.
• Categories of accessed service providers (RPs) and the most frequently used or visited

set. A simple classification algorithm is used to classify RPs using the SimilarWeb
categories [41]: Adult, Arts and Entertainment, Computers Electronics and Technology,
News and Media, etc.

All these attributes allow the PAdv to model the exposure level of a specific end-user.
Four discrete levels are used and summarised in Table 2: improbable (1), low (2), high
(3), or very high (4). Thus, a user who, for example, uses a single IdP with any known
security vulnerabilities, to whom she has only provided her contact details, and who uses a
laptop to access low-sensitive categories of RPs, will be labelled with a low level of risk or
exposure. On the contrary, a user who uses several IdPs, some with known vulnerabilities,
has provided credit card details to some of them, regularly uses mobile devices and accesses
numerous sensitive RPs (for example, finance, e-commerce or health), will be labelled with
a very high level of risk or exposure.
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Table 2. Exposure level.

Score Explanation

1—Improbable Using no IdP with known vulnerabilities (not solved) and sharing no
sensitive data with IdPs: name, surname, picture, personal identifica-
tion number, etc.

2—Low Using no IdP with known vulnerabilities (not solved) and sharing
sensitive data with IdPs: phone number, email, credit card, bank
account, etc.

3—High Using at least one IdP with known vulnerabilities (not solved) and
sharing no sensitive data with IdPs: name, surname, picture, personal
identification number, etc.

4—Very high Using at least one IdP with known vulnerabilities (not solved) and
sharing sensitive data with IdPs: phone number, email, credit card,
bank account, etc.

In addition, the user shows, through examples, which service providers (RPs) she
would like to allow different levels of access to her PII. These levels allow the PAdv to
model the end-user privacy awareness depending on her choices using four levels again:
engaged (1), committed (2), interested (3), and unaware (4).

End-users are tagged with their Inherent risk score (exposure × awareness), with values
ranging from 1 (improbable × engaged) to 16 (very high × unaware). This risk does not change
unless the user changes her profile, hence the term “inherent” risk. This approach based
on a scoring system and a risk matrix has been selected because different standardisation
bodies and risk management frameworks in the security and privacy fields have shown its
benefits in the past. Including many devoted to privacy impact assessments and similar
risk quantification procedures [42,43].

The inputs obtained from this process are summarised in a control panel and can be
detailed and edited by navigating through different tabs and screens. A heat map, with the
exposure level in one dimension and the end-user privacy awareness in the other, is used
as a visualisation mechanism because it is concise and easy to understand. These maps are
also valuable for comparison with other users, highlighting the most common behaviour
of other peers and potential improvements to decrease the Inherent risk score. All these
aspects are helpful to improve user awareness.

4.2. Data Collection Module

The Recommendation module accesses this module to produce its recommendation
correlating the collected data and the end-user profile. The Data Collection module ap-
plies the classifier mentioned before to categorise the RP: Adult, Arts and Entertainment,
Business and Consumer Services, Community and Society, Computers Electronics and Tech-
nology, E-commerce and Shopping, Finance, Food and Drink, Gambling, Games, Health,
Heavy Industry and Engineering, Hobbies and Leisure, Home and Garden, Jobs and Career,
Law and Government, Lifestyle, News and Media, Pets and Animals, Reference Materials,
Science and Education, Sports, Travel and Tourism and Vehicles. A similar ranking could
be carried out using other APIs such as the Alexa top site; the categories differ little from
each other.

Furthermore, in this work, four information-gathering components are proposed for
this Data Collection module: Design patterns revision, Privacy certifications, Compliance
and Reputation.

These components have been designed to be independently modified or replaced. New
components can be added too, without affecting the proposed model. Each component
receives a different input from an RP, produces a result, and returns it to the Data Collection
module. Different combinations of these components can be used depending on the
category of the RP being assessed and its available information.
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4.2.1. Design Patterns Revision

Dark patterns are based on ambiguous texts, opt-out options, distraction with pop-
ups, colours and other interface attributes, hiding options or relevant information that
organisations do not want the user to locate quickly (for example, to unsubscribe), etc.
Therefore, these patterns are carefully designed to trick users into doing things that are not
necessarily good or positive for them.

This component of the PAdv has to identify which dark patterns are used by an RP.
With this information available in the Privacy Advisor, the users can be more aware of their
interaction with this specific RP. Therefore, they can avoid the purpose of the dark patterns
or even decide to use a more privacy-respectful alternative.

The proposed component should be able to identify at least the following dark pattern
categories identified in [44]: Tricky Questions, Sneak into Basket, Roach Motel, Privacy
Zuckering, Misdirection, Bait and Switch, Confirm shaming, Disguised Ads, Forced Conti-
nuity and Friend Spam.

4.2.2. Privacy Certifications

Privacy seals and certifications allow providers to certify the fulfilment of particular
privacy and data protection requirements. These seals and certifications usually imply
external audits at the beginning and periodically in the renewal process.

The Privacy Advisor gathers this valuable information for end-users when making
decisions because a third party certifies privacy protection levels at a particular RP. This
module’s main functionality is to collect these privacy seals and certifications, list them,
and inform the user about their implications if they are active.

This work proposes checking, at least, the following certifications: European Privacy
Seal (EuroPriSe) [45], TrustArc company [46] certifications (APEC Cross Border Privacy
Rules (CBPR), Enterprise Privacy & Data Governance Practices and Data Collection),
ePrivacy [47] (ePrivacySeal and ePrivacyApp). These certifications have been selected
because they are related to privacy in the EU and its relations with third parties; others
could be easily added if required.

4.2.3. Compliance

The specifications used to solve federated identity management include specific sec-
tions devoted to security and privacy. The European GDPR, eIDAS and PSD2 regulations
also include provisions that providers should comply with.

This component’s main functionality is checking the fulfilment of the specifications’
security and privacy best practices and the compliance with the mentioned regulations.
When the Data Collection module asks for an RP evaluation, this component responds with
an assessment specifying every compliance verification.

4.2.4. Reputation

This component is optional within the PAdv design but allows users to determine how
reliable a service is given the opinion of other independent agents (other providers, users,
Privacy Advisors, etc.). Therefore, this component quantifies the level of trust of a service by
using third party evaluators (other components of the identity federation), understanding
this trust as their confidence in the ability of the assessed provider of operating without
threatening users’ privacy.

This component requests a reputation assessment of a service to trusted third parties
(RP, IdP, PAdv, etc.). These elements respond in a machine-readable format with a reputation
score Vi between 0 and 100 based on the past behaviour of the assessed provider and any
additional information about the reason for this assessment. The Privacy Advisor may not
trust the evaluation of all the requested parties. This work proposes a weight measurement
system with weight Wi (between 0 and 1) for each consulted party. The more weight a
party has, the more reliable it is for a specific end-user. The reliance can be configured in
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the user’s preferences to give the users the chance to represent their trustworthiness in the
parties integrated with this component.

The final reputation score is obtained with the following expression:

Reputation =
n

∑
i=1

Vi · Wi (1)

Building these provider reputation systems and deciding the weights to be assigned
to each evaluator’s score is beyond the scope of this paper. However, it seems essential to
include the possibility of taking into account this type of reputation system in the PAdv
since in complex contexts involving a multitude of providers such as Cloud Computing [48]
or IoT [49,50] (both similar to identity federations in terms of distribution and heterogeneity)
it is a trend that is gaining more and more strength [51], even recurring to decentralised
reputation systems based on blockchain [52].

4.3. Recommendation Module

End-users with different knowledge, preferences and perceptions of risk may be users
of the recommendations provided by the PAdv.

The diversity and complexity of potential use cases in the considered domain make
the goal of the proposed model, an informed end-user decision, challenging. The following
list of characteristics is essential for the recommendation to have the desired effects:

• Personalisation: The provided recommendation must be individualised to be help-
ful, informing end-users about the RP data protection practices and the degree of
compliance with their personal preferences.

• Reduced complexity: The provided recommendation must be meaningful and straight-
forward to avoid fatigue and obtain the desired results.

• Considering the audience: Showing all details regarding the recommendation at once
is rarely practical. However, expert users will probably require an explanation of the
provided recommendation. The recommendation must be given in layers, from the
straightforward recommendation to different levels of detail coming from the Data
Collection module and the Feature Collection module.

• Offering meaningful choices: The provided recommendation must be actionable,
enabling users to make informed privacy decisions.

The first three characteristics must be ensured by how the recommendation is built and
delivered, considering the profiles stored in the Feature Collection module and providing
multilayered visual methods combining text, images and icons. Multilayered recommen-
dations constitute a set of complementary details tailored to different audiences, carefully
designed in terms of presentation and layout to present and extend information gradually
to impact users’ attention and comprehension of the recommendation. Colour is also
essential; the PAdv relies on the traffic light colour code (green, yellow and red) and uses
grey for unknown categories or attributes.

The fourth characteristic of the list, regarding offering meaningful choices, is ensured
by the advisor’s integration in the authentication and authorisation flows as explained in
Section 3.3: the end-user can make critical decisions based on the received recommendation.
Mainly, she can continue, limit or abort the interaction with the RP, or change her account
configuration in the IdP.

4.3.1. First Layer

As introduced before, the first layer recommendation is delivered with a traffic light
colour code. Green means OK (Good). Therefore, the end-user can continue the interaction
with the RP with privacy guarantees considering her profile and the available information
about that RP. Yellow means partially OK; therefore, a “Caution” recommendation is made.
The end-user should limit interactions with the RP (only if there are no alternatives, only if
strictly necessary) or change the account’s configuration at the IdP to improve the control
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over the PII sharing. Finally, red means NO OK (Bad) and a recommendation to abort
the interaction with the RP. The grey colour is for “Unknown” results, meaning that it
is impossible to provide a personalised or well-grounded recommendation due to lack
of information.

As has been already mentioned, content-based filtering is used to obtain this recom-
mendation, specifically based on decision trees. Different decision trees generate recom-
mendations for different RP categories as the recommendation changes depending on
whether the accessed RP is in the News, Finance or Health category, for example.

Figure 3 shows an example of the decision tree used for the E-commerce and Shopping
category. The recommendation can be Unknown if there is not enough available data about
the RP. Or Good, Caution or Bad depending on the Total Risk Score, used as the Rating in
the decision tree (from 1 to 256). When changing from one category of RP to another, more
or less the privacy-critical category, the only things that change in the decision trees are the
R ranks for each recommendation.

Figure 3. Example of decision tree for the E-commerce and Shopping category of RP.

Data collected with the Data Collection module are used to tag a specific recommen-
dation request with a Transaction risk score. In this case, the risk is associated not with
the end-user as in the case of Inherent risk, but with the use of a specific RP at a specific
moment, hence the term “Transaction” risk.

Again, heat maps are used, in this case considering features of the assessed RP. At-
tributes regarding certifications and compliance are represented in one dimension (Table 3,
1: excellent, 2: good, 3: fair and 4: poor). They are combined into a single dimension
because they eventually determine the same thing, conformity with a law, regulation,
technical specification, certification associated with good practice, etc. Attributes regarding
design patterns are represented in the other one (Table 4, 1: excellent, 2: good, 3: fair and 4:
poor). The results obtained from the Reputation component, if available, are used to adjust
the obtained score. For example, an RP with a good score in certifications and compliance
that has not been found to incorporate dark design patterns, 2(good) × 1(excellent) = 2, may
end up with a higher Transaction risk if the site’s reputation is terrible because it has
suffered several data breaches in recent months or because it has been shown to profile its
users aggressively.

Table 3. Certifications and compliance.

Score Explanation

1—Excellent At least one privacy certification and at least 90% compliant with
checked best practices and regulation

2—Good At least one privacy certification and at least 60% compliant with
checked best practices and regulation

3—Fair No privacy certification and at least 40% compliant with checked best
practices and regulation

4—Poor No privacy certification and below a 40% of compliance
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Table 4. Design patterns.

Score Explanation

1—Excellent No identified dark patterns
2—Good Using one dark pattern
3—Fair Using between two and four dark patterns
4—Poor Using more than four dark patterns

In particular, reputation is used to adjust the certification and compliance score.
The performed static evaluation on the application of good practices must be calibrated
based on what other users or independent agents have observed about how these practices
behave in real use cases. Table 5 shows the proposed calibration. The score can in no case
go below 1 or above 4: if a provider is already at the lowest or highest possible score, its
bad or good reputation does not change this score any further, it does not add anything
new to the performed assessment.

Table 5. Calibration of the certification and compliance score based on the reputation of the RP
involved in the transaction.

Calibration Explanation

0 The initial score is not modified because there is no available information
about Reputation or because it is between a 40 and a 60 (intermediate or
average values)

+1 The initial risk score goes up one level because Reputation is below a 40
(the RP has not good reputation)

−1 The initial risk score goes down one level because Reputation is above a
60 (the RP has good reputation)

The Total Risk Score used as the Rating in the recommender decision trees is computed
as R = inherent risk × transaction risk, ranging from 1 (1 × 1) to 256 (16 × 16).

4.3.2. Second Layer

The second layer shows the Inherent and Transaction risk scores for the user and the
RP, respectively, as well as the used decision tree and the heat maps (Figure 4) for the user
to understand how the recommendation has been generated. Suppose the recommendation
is “Caution”, this second layer also lists the recommended actions for the end-user: how to
restrict the interaction with the RP or how to change the account configuration at the IdP.
These changes may modify the end-user profile (her exposure, for example, sharing less PII
with the IdP) and, therefore, the recommendation in future interactions.

Figure 4. Example of heat maps for the Inherent and Transaction risks.
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4.3.3. Third Layer

Finally, the third layer shows a drop-down menu with all the data collected by the
Data collection component and the source or origin of each of them. Figure 5 shows an
example of the information displayed in the three proposed recommendation layers.

Figure 5. Summary of the information provided by the different PAdv recommendation layers.

5. Proof of Concept: Validating and Evaluating a Prototype of the Privacy Advisor

A new plugin has been developed for Google Chrome which opens a new tab when
users click on an IdP sign-in link. This tab shows the privacy recommendation for the
service the user wants to use. This implementation alternative has been selected because it
is flexible and enables validation from different devices (laptops, smartphones, and tablets)
interacting with different RPs.

The PAdv implementation is centralised in this proof of concept, using Python 3,
running on a Windows server with an Intel Core i5 processor and 8 GB of RAM. The Rec-
ommendation Module receives an HTTPS request from the end-user, and, once the other
modules have been consulted, it composes an HTML web page with all the information
about the requested service to be presented to the user following the proposed multilayered
approach already introduced.

The authentication flow executes independently, and it has been certified that it is not
altered by this new entity, the Privacy Advisor.

A cache that stores the users’ requests helps the Privacy Advisor to reduce its response
time. The response of every component is stored, associated with the requested RP. When a
user asks for a recommendation, the Privacy Advisor searches if this RP has been previously
assessed. The PAdv provides the information stored in the cache if it has been. This cache
has 10 min expiration time to avoid massive storage and unnecessary resource consumption.

Each performed test asks the Privacy Advisor to generate a completely new recommen-
dation for an RP within a subset of the most popular per SimilarWeb category. The results
for each performance figure have been obtained by executing fifty experiments (twice per
RP), and computing arithmetic means obtaining the following:

• Latency: The average time of a whole new recommendation (flow shown in Figure 1),
without using the cache, is 16.1 s (with 510 ms of standard deviation). Again, on av-
erage, it takes 700 milliseconds to conduct communication tasks between modules
and the rest of the time is consumed by the different modules obtaining their results
from scratch (some of them require time-consuming tasks such as HTML parsing and
analysis). Since end-users often use the same services, the latency could be signifi-
cantly improved using the cache and proactively analysing some providers in advance
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(for example, similar to the set of providers currently used by the end-user or other
similar users). The average time to obtain a recommendation is 5.4 ms (with 0.15 ms
of standard deviation) with these improvements.

• Resource consumption usage: During the Privacy Advisor’s execution, the use of
resources on average is 30 MB RAM and 11% of CPU. The highest usage of RAM is
38 MB and 13% for the CPU.

A survey with 151 participants was carried out to prove the Privacy Advisor’s potential
acceptance, considering its benefits, effectiveness and usability.

Regarding demographics, our sample population includes 65% of male participants
and 33% of female participants (left part of Figure 6). All of them are from Spain. A large
group works in the information technology sector, so it is expected that their awareness of
privacy is slightly greater than in other sectors. The right part of Figure 6 shows the age of
the participants. Additionally, Figure 7 shows the participants’ working sector grouped
using The Global Industry Classification Standard [53]. The Others category includes
other employment statuses such as students or unemployed participants. Only these data
about the participants have been collected, gender, age and working sector. In this way,
avoiding the gathering of personally identifiable information, the risks of the validation
experiments are minimised, as they are always aimed at evaluating the proposed solution
and its usefulness.

Figure 6. Participants gender (left) and age (right).

Figure 7. Participants working sector.

A questionnaire was prepared (Table 6) that asks about the quality of the recom-
mendation provided for the 25 different RPs selected for the PAdv prototype evaluation,
the quality of the decisions that have been made and the effort that these decisions have en-
tailed for the user. Participants were asked to answer each question using stars and a Likert
scale: Strongly disagree/Disagree/Neither agree nor disagree/Agree/Strongly agree.
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Table 6. Questionnaire and average scores.

# Question Measurement Average Score

1 The recommendations match your needs and are personalised Recommendation quality 4.12
2 The recommendations are actionable and allow you to make decisions

about your privacy protection that you would not have made without
the PAdv

Recommendation quality 4.28

2 You are satisfied with your final choices Decision quality 4.05
3 The decision processes have been easy Decision effort 3.84
4 The time devoted to make decisions is affordable Decision effort 3.23

The questions shown in Table 6 refer to the PAdv as a whole and to the recommenda-
tion it provides. A specific question to assess the utility of the different kinds of information
provided in the PAdv’s third layer was added to the questionnaire, allowing participants
to rate the utility of the PAdv components: Design patterns component get 4.31 out of 5,
Privacy certifications component get 3.77 out of 5, Compliance component get 3.99 out
of 5 and Reputation component get 3.82 out of 5. Figure 8 shows this scoring in detail,
revealing again that all components are perceived as practical and valuable by the different
age groups.

Figure 8. Data collection components rating.

Discussion

End-users’ privacy decisions may be involuntary, poorly founded or avoidable due to
their knowledge or awareness limitations, time constraints, providers’ opaque business
models and incentives and ecosystems complexity. In this sense, the proposed model has
proven to be a valuable tool to empower users in their relationship with different providers
(of resources, applications, services, and identities). In an identity federation that includes
a PAdv, users will be able to make better decisions about protecting their personal data and
do so efficiently, compared to a federation in which this actor does not exist.

The proposed model may have some limitations from a design point of view. The first
relates to the need to add a new agent or actor to a context that is itself already multi-agent
or multi-actor identity federations. Whether this is possible in practice will depend on the
availability of organisations that are in a position to operate reliable PAdv.

The second relates to the user-centric approach to privacy. Although the proposed
recommender system enables end-users to make informed decisions about their privacy by
providing a system that supports these decisions, users still need to have some knowledge
or expertise to ensure proper privacy self-management. As previous work has discussed,
user-centric approaches usually forget that the cause of the appropriation of users’ personal
data is not the failure of end-users when deciding about their data protection but business
models based on surveillance [54,55].

Finally, there may be a technical limitation caused by the asymmetry of information
sharing on the Internet and other digital ecosystems: the PAdv is based on a Data Collection
module, but it can be challenging to obtain the necessary data on how an identity or resource
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provider operates to make a recommendation of sufficient quality. Providers are regularly
opaque about their data capture, processing, and protection practices.

Future work described in the following section will try to overcome some of these limitations.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposes a new model based on a recommendation system, the Privacy
Advisor, which is a decision support system to assist end-users when selecting service
providers or choosing their privacy settings within identity federations. It can provide
personalised privacy recommendations based on real-time data collection about the as-
sessed providers. Implementing a Privacy Advisor prototype has allowed us to validate the
proposed model and evaluate the effectiveness of our approach. A field study performed
with 151 participants demonstrated the Privacy Advisor’s utility in assisting users in their
decisions. The results of this study are encouraging, showing substantial engagement with
provided recommendations with good decision quality and decision support outcomes.

We are investigating how to fingerprint providers to collect helpful information on how
they protect their users’ privacy, even when their methods are opaque. On the one hand,
we are investigating different techniques to collect information on the attributes already
covered in this research (design patterns, privacy certifications, and compliance). On the
other hand, by incorporating new attributes such as the designation of a data protection
officer, the country in which the data are stored or the analysis of privacy policies. For the
latter, we are exploring the use of natural language processing techniques.

We are also working on building provider reputation systems, both in the protocols
that support them and in the definition of reputation metrics or the weights assigned to
these metrics depending on the evaluator.

Similarly, we are making progress on hybrid recommendation systems that consider
the user for whom the recommendation is made and other similar users. In other words,
we are trying to merge Collaborative and Content-based filtering to combine the strengths
of both approaches.

Finally, we would like to work on ways to encourage the collaboration of the different
actors in identity federations to offer and use PAdv and reputation evaluators to be more
transparent and make data collection more accessible.
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